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EDITORIAL PAGES.
IX.

The Church Militant,—War Against War.

THE INTERNATIONAL CHRISTIANITY PROBLEM.

Patriotism has been tremendously overdone ! As a beam in our

eye it has blinded us to the excellencies of the foreigner who is our
brother and of God who is the Father of us all, thus causing us to glory

in our shame.

Since Sir Walter Scott sang

“ Lives there a man with heart so dead

Who never to himself has said,

This is my own, my native land r etc.”

the sentiment has been accepted as axiomatic throughout Christendom

and by all classes even to the tar before the mast who, as the blue

outline of his country looms above the horizon, murmurs “ now we are

nearing God’s country ” and in his simplicity imagines he is uttering

truth. The regnant, contravening fact is that “ the earth is the Lord’s

and the fulness thereof, the world and they that dwell therein.” This

God sitteth upon the floods a king forever, doing His will in the armies

of heaven and among the inhabitants of the earth, being the infinite and
eternal “ I Am ” in Whose presence the nations are as grasshoppers !

Whenever this God would do a really great thing through a man, He
separates him from his own country sending him as an immigrant into

a strange land as a sojourner. To Abraham came the word “ Get

thee out of thy country and from thy kindred and from thy father’s

house unto a land that I will show thee. And I will make of thee

a great nation.” “ Numerous ? ” Yes, as the stars in the heavens and as

the sands upon the sea-shore innumerable ! Nor is that all for “ I

will bless thee and make thy name great and thou shalt be a blessing.”

Thou shalt not only be a getter but a giver like Myself for “ in thee

shall all the families of the earth be blessed.” Thy nation shall be

great in an international, world extensive and racial way ! Then follows

the sublime statement, “So Abram departed as the Lord had spoken

unto him.”

When through this Abrahamic nation the Christ appeared dispelling

symbolic shadows, the people were ready to acclaim Him leader,

supposing they were to absorb and make Jewish all other nations, until

He taught them that God indorsed no human distinctions, for He was
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the Father of all men who consequently were brethren. It was difficult

even for the apostles to adjust themselves to this world-teaching of the

Kingdom of God. It required Pentecost, heavenly visions and Apostolic

conferences, but at last they learned their lesson and delivered its

message to the world, “ There is neither Jew nor Greek, male nor
female, bond nor free for all are one in Christ Jesus !

” Therefore, Jesus
Christ had commanded 44 Go ye into all the world and preach the Gospel
to every creature,” and the Apostles taught “ He is the propitiation for

our sins and not for ours only but for the
(

sins of the whole world."

Persecuted in Jerusalem, “ the disciples were scattered abroad and went
everywhere preaching the word.” It was Paul’s ambition not to build

on another man’s foundation and so he restricted his efforts to unvisited

heathen until he wrote to the Romans, “ Having no more place ” (such

virgin place) “ in these parts— I will come to you.”
With the breaking up of the Roman Empire into modern nations

the international character of the Christian religion seems to have been

forgotten. Those nations, baptized into mutual fear of one another and

inspired by the greed of gain, embraced warfare is the noblest business,

exalting the soldier to the place of honor and the war-lord to the throne.

Thus organized, they preyed upon one another through the centuries

desisting only as they discovered helpless peoples whose conquest and

exploitation would more surely and swiftly increase their war power.

New continents were discovered to be fought over and appropriated

or divided ;
or they were partitioned in cold blood, as in the case of

Africa, to be fought over later. Thus all the continents and the

islands have been appropriated with but two exceptions, the polar

regions not worth having and great China which thus far has escaped

dismemberment by the angry international slogan, “hands off!”

Civilization has increased the effective power of the nations by leaps and

bounds, but such increase, as a rule, has been used for the development of

personal and national selfishness
;
England for Englishmen, America for

Americans and Germany for Germans etc., are slogans as insistent and

vociferous to day as ever they were and, therefore, because on the planet

Earth “ there remains no more land to be possessed ” the only logical

and worthy goal for ambition remaining, in these last days, is to reenact

the Roman Empire with its Kaiser, which Bernhardi declared and pro-

phesied as the inspiration and aim of the present world-war. In a word,

nationalism, promoted as patriotism
.
to-day is as conservative, as selfish and

as insolent as ever, though calling itself Christian ! When asked to explain

the anomaly, we are told that Christianity with its Golden Rule, its

Sermon on the Mount and its Lord’s Prayer has not had, and never was

intended to have, any application outside the boundaries of a nation.

In other words, while individuals may not, must not and should not kill,

because it is murder, nations may, must and should do killing by the

wholesale or any other atrocity dictated by the government because its

authority is supreme. The worst of it all is that such national blasphemy

is practically indorsed by Christians, the very pick of them, as when the

great International Salvation Army Conference was holding at London,
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in 1914, loving fellowship, thro testimony, praise and prayer was
suddenly interrupted when the national contingents of Christians, at

the call of their governments, hasted away to be accoutred, drilled

and armed to do to death their brothers with whom they had just

now worshipped ! This is a striking specimen of the generally prevailing

sentiment among Christians, which prompts the questions, “ Does
polytheism still prevail ? Are there at least as many Gods as there

are nations?” We had somewhere read, and had come to credit

as true, that God, Jehovah, is Lord of the whole earth, “ The
King of Kings and Lord of Lords,” Who, speaking of Himself says,

“ I am the Lord that is my name and my glory will I not give to

another.” “ The wicked shall be turned into hell and all the nations

that forget God.” “ Thou shalt have no other Gods before me !•
” I

sent my Son to be the Savior of the World. The words He spoke I

gave him to speak and they all are of world-wide application, including the

Sermon on the Mount, the Golden Rule, the New Commandment and
the Lord’s Prayer, and those words stand to-day and will stand forever,

even after the earth and the heavens shall have passed away and there

shall be no more sea ! We think that we are tired of war and long for

peace, but precious things have a price.
(t There is no peace to the

wicked ” cried the prophet, “ Peace to men of good will,” sang the

angles
;
peace thro exaltation of the Prince of Peace, says Jehovah

!

“ Enter into the rock and hide thee in the dust for fear of the Lord
and for the glory of His Majesty. The lofty looks of man shall be

humbled, and the haughtiness of men shall be bowed down and the

Lord Himself shall be exalted in that day,—And the idols He shall

utterly abolish.”

MEDICAL WORK—ITS AIM.

Speaking of the Aim of the Presbyterian Mission, North, for its

Medical Work in Korea I think you will agree with me that it has not

been the same throughout the history of the Mission.

At first its aim was to create an opening wedge for general

Missionary work. The first Protestant missionary was a doctor. The
benefits that have accrued to the Mission in Korea from the favor

anh prestige won in the early days by Dr. Allen through his practice,

dave been so great that 4he history of Missions in Korea might easily

have been very different had they been started in any other way.
Later on the aim might be said to have been to gain a hearing

for the Gospel. This doutbless served its purpose well during the early

years.

But these stages of our history have passed, and I will venture to

say that the present-day aim of the Mission for its Medical work
should be to do the most scientific and thorough work possible, keeping
fully abreast of the times in the healing of the human body.

We have worked more or less along these lines in the past. We
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have had our churches, our schools and our dispensaries. But up
to the present, or nearly so, the medical work has been a sort of a
“cat’s paw.” Outwardly claiming to exist for the sick, its has really

been here for altogether another purpose, as pointed out above. It

is time for us to turn our attention more directly upon the sick man
and, purely out of compassion for him in his present need, do our best

to give him relief.

I expect to show that by so doing, we will accomplish more
for evangelism than if we chiefly *treat the sick in the hope of benefiting

their souls.

What were Christ’s motives in His miracles of healing ? Did
He perform them in order to gain a hearing for Himself or for His
disciples or for the effect they might have tending to the conversion

of the sick man’s soul ? The record reads, “ And Jesus, moved
with compassion, put forth His hand and touched him*” but when
He saw the multitudes He was moved with compassion for them. and
when He had called unto Him His twelve disciples He gave them
power against unclean spirits to cast them out, and to heal all manner
of sickness and all manner of disease.”

Likewise of the Good Samaritan. We read, “ And when he
saw him he had compassion on him.” These scriptures remind us

of the words, “ And though I bestow all my goods to feed the poor,

and though I give my body to be burned, and have not love, it

profiteth me nothing.” Does it do violence to the passage to expre*ss

it thus, “ Though I labor day and night over the sick, giving my
very life for them, if it be for the glory of the Mission cause or even

for the salvation of souls in general, and do it not out of love, (compas-

sion) for those sufferers, it profiteth me nothing ?

The motive of Christ in His healings, so far as I can see it, was
First, pure compassion for the man in his misfortune or physical

suffering ; Second, to establish His divinity and the confusion of pharisee-

ism by an unanswerable sign ; and Thirdly, to give an object lesson

to His followers of all times, enforcing it by the words, “ Go and do
thou likewise.”

If you are sick and someone out of genuine compassion for you
gives relief, your whole soul is knit to that person—you call him friend,

and whether you know it or not, your life is more or less influenced by
his life : whereas an ulterior motive works a contrary effect. May I

give an illustration ? During my early boyhood my mother was

taken to a hospital which happened to be Catholic. She was very well

treated, the doctors and nurses giving her every attention. Noticing

that much effort was being used by them to persuade her into the

Catholic Church, her sense of justice forced her to tell a nurse one day

that while she was exceedingly grateful for their kindnesses, the fact

was that she was a Protestant, and they must excuse her for not

promising to be a Catholic. From that day their attitude toward her

changed and even before she was well enough to leave the hospital,

she was only too glad to come home, because of their actual indifference
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to her needs. My only comment here on this incident is that any
society or church that uses its medical work chiefly for its own
propagation is far from being Christian in the true sense and deserves

only to fail in its ultimate aim.

But to return more particularly to the subject in hand. Having
stated the belief that our Mission should maintain a medical department
whose aim is the healing of the body, and expect it to carry on its work
in the most scientific and thorough way possible, I wish to say, ist,

that this implies development and strengthening of the medical depart-

ment
;

2nd, that the Mission need have no fear of the effects upon the

Mission of such enlargement, or 3rd, of its effects upon evangelism.

First : Did you ever hear a doctor seriously take unto himself

or his remedies the credit of healing any disease ? The fact is, all

healing processes are natural processes. Back of all life is the God
of life, who alone heals, for only He who is the creator of life can
restore and renew it when impaired. Life is constantly endangered
by innumerable foes, and it is the doctor’s aim to be so well acquainted,

not only with these foes but with the normal body, that he can recognise

at once, that which offends. Then, either by removing it or otherwise

aiding the natural forces in their struggle against it,' furnish a means
upon which the healing life force within can lay hold and use

it in the reconstructive process, the physician thus being a worker
together with God.

Whether it be in the realm of surgery or medicine the principle

is the same. Such methods do not allow of the indiscriminate giving

of quinine or santonin on snapshot diagnosis. Nor do they allow the

running of hospitals and dispensaries whose patients number into the

thousands with the equipment and staff that our present medical plants

have. It means development and improvement.

Second : I know there are those in our Mission who look askance

at any enlargement of the medical department. I give them credit

for so doing out of a fear that the more institutional the Mission becomes
the less evangelistic it will be. May I say here, for the comfort of

such, that the medical department of our Mission has been growing
less and less, in relative importance, year by year. At the beginning,

the Mission force was 100% medical. The arrival of Mrs. Allen cut it

down to 50%. Dr. Underwood’s arrival reduced it to 33^, but
the coming of Dr. and Mrs. Heron a little later, again raised it to 40 °/o.

For several years the medical force remained above 25 °/o. That ratio

gradually fell until in 1900 it was 16^, counting Dr. Vinton, Mrs.
Underwood and Mrs. Moffett, as only two units, though all three were
doing dispensary work and drawing separate Board funds for the same.

Coming down to the present there are only 10 units among 131
members, or less than y^°/o. If the additions to the medical force had
kept pace with the growth of the Mission during the last sixteen years,

there would be 21 doctors instead of 10, enough, leaving Seoul Station

as it now is, to place three doctors each in Taiku, Pyetig Yang and
Syen Chyun, and two each in all the other stations.
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Last year there were about 84,000 patients treated, an increase of

400% over 16 years ago. In the mean time the adherents increased

800%.

With regard to yearly grants, figures for 16 years ago are not

at hand. Even so late as 10 years ago they are not easy to obtain,

but to the best of my ability, I find that at that time about 24 °/o of

the Mission budget went into Class VI. Last year only \2%. So
you see whether we compare the medical force with the whole Mission,

the patients seen, with the adherents enrolled, or the money in Class

VI, with the whole budget, the result is the same, a relative falling off

of just about 50%.

There is one thing that can be said to the credit of the profession,

namely, that while the force and the funds actually in use remain nearly

the same as 16 years ago, the patients treated not only have increased

400% but are better cared for.

I have gone into this matter, at this great length, to show that

the Mission’s attitude towards the medical work seems to have been

what might be called luke-warm, and I think that for the good of the

whole work, the Mission might well set a higher standard for its medical

department. In looking up old reports and records for the facts

given above, I ran across the following resolution which was passed

by the Mission 17 years ago. What makes it the more remarkable

is the fact that it was drawn up by clerical men and apparently voiced

the sentiment of the Mission at the time. It runs as follows :
“ The

Presbyterian Mission fully recognizes in medical evangelistic work one of

the great agents through which the gospel flows to the unregenerated

heathen and believes that the great good it has done in Korea is

beyond the comprehension of the human mind. We further record our

conviction that medical work cannot show forth its great worth unless

those in charge of this department have properly equipped wards, and

that while as a Mission we need more medical men, the proper equip-

ment of those now on the field is more imperative.” ThenN follows

a request to the Board for a small sum for the first modern hospital

built in Korea. It warms the cockles of a doctor’s heart to know
that the Mission recognized the worth of its medical department and so

strongly advocated its strengthening, 1 7 years ago.

Third : Its effect on evangelism. It is needless to say that poor

work done in any department will not produce the best results in evan-

gelism or in any thing else. It is also clear that to compare the work

of the present with that of the past is not a satisfactory way of establish-

ing its worth. Our medical work, of to-day, if compared with the work

of the Mission in its other departments
;
with medical work under our

Board in other fields ;
with medical work being done in Korea at

present outside of our Mission, will be found progressively deficient

at every point, while if compared with medical work at home, we

almost despair. The strides of the profession Lave been so rapid in

recent years that it is claimed that half of the medical and surgical
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knowledge of value to-day has been developed within the last twenty
years.

Nor is it true that an individual institution does less evangelistic work
because of greater efficiency in its scientific or purely medical field,

for efficiency in one department stimulates it in the others. We have
hospitals in Korea, and elsewhere, to prove the point. One dislikes

to deal much with the personal, but being better acquainted with the

work in Syen Chyun than else where, I would like to offer it as an

illustration. While our new building and better equipment have done much
to increase the efficiency of the medical work, they have reaped their

greatest benefit in the increased evangelistic output of the institution.

We notice a small increase in receipts, an increase of perhaps 25 °/o in the

total of treatments and more general satisfaction on the part of the

patients
;
whereas the evangelistic results, so far as they can be seen are

not only doubled but multiplied many times.

Our list of doctors, nurses and employees number seventeen.

Among them are
; 1 church leader, 2 deacons and 1 evangelist. Six of

them are Sunday School teachers
;

all are earnest Christians. Daily

chapel services are held for the patients and employees and regular

preaching services conducted, with the help of the local church officers.

Every Sunday the local, as well as several country churches have
received new believers upon their rolls as the result of conversions

made among our patients. The most rapid of recent results, having

just come to our attention, I would like to mention. Last August we
received a patient from a far distant valley where there were no Chris-

tians. He went out thoroughly converted and since his return home
has converted five of his neighbors. They are now working on the rest

of the neighborhood with the hope of gathering enough new believers

to make it worth while for the missionary in charge to enroll them as

a new group. The man in question attended our recent Winter Bible

Class bringing with him a new patient.

We try to work along the lines indicated above. No distinction

is made between Christian and non-Christian. No patient is urged to

believe, nor are any promises exacted. The services are entirely optional,

no one being embarrassed by unduly pressing invitations to attend. On
the other hand, the atmosphere of the whole institution is thoroughly

Christian. There are plenty of Bibles, hymn-books and tracts with-

in reach of all, and if anyone desires them read or explained the

evangelist or nurses are only too glad to respond. Our great desire

is to do the best we can for the relief and comfort of all who come
to us, and in-as-much as it is done in His name, we feel that it is not

done in vain.

There is no room for doubt in my mind—nor in the mind of any of

the profession so far as I have heard—that the better the medical work
accomplished, especially when done out of pure compassion for the

sufferer, the greater are the evangelistic returns.
A. M. Sharrocks, M.D., Pres. North.
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THE PLACE OF BOOKS IN THE FURNISHING
OF THE CHRISTIAN WORKER.

Extracts from an Address by Rev. J. L. GERDINE, M.E. South.

Our first deduction is that books are essential for the production

of an epochal leader. Such a leader is needed in every Mission field,

•and he must come from among the people of the land. Before the

church can take the place it should among the people, it must demon-
strate that it can produce men qualified to move and lead a people.

We need such a man or men in Korea. There are foundations yet

to be laid and a mighty structure yet to be erected in the midst of this

people, which result only awaits the development of Korean leadership

in the church. We may well ask ourselves the question as to whether

or not we have created conditions that will make the production of such

leaders possible. We would probably be most discouraged when con-

sidering this, from the standpoint whether or not there is a literature in

Korea to give the necessary mental equipment for such leadership.

Our first thought is that books are necessary to prevent mental

decline in the mentally furnished worker. .

How many who give promise of becoming useful workers fail at

this point. Either they have not the books to read or have not acquired

the habit of reading and hence retrograde in efficiency. We are giving

much thought and attention to higher education for the youth of our
Korean church, but do we not need now to look further and raise the

question as to what provision we are making to keep our graduates up
to a proper intellectual standard after they shall have finished their

college courses ?

In the next place, books are necessary to prevent the spread of

false doctrines throughout the Christian community. Among the educated

Christians there are those who will refuse to allow their mental powers
to atrophy. Rather than do this they will buy and read books which
are not sound and wholesome. In the schools a taste for acquiring

knowledge has been formed. This taste they will satisfy if possible.

Even if Christian literature is not available there are on the market publica-

tions which are found to be interesting and mentally stimulating. A friend

told me recently of an especially bright young man of one of the most
prominent families in Korea who, after being active and efficient in church

work, had discontinued church attendance. It was found that he was
reading translations of the works of German critics. Such young men
would have found the mental food they desire in Christian literature of

the conservative school if such had been obtainable. Such reading

would have satisfied not only their mental taste but would have deepened

their Christian faith. It is said that there is so little of this type of

literature, even in Japan, that many, even among Japanese Christians,

have the impression that there is no scholarly defense for conservative

Christian teaching.

In the last place, books are necessary for a growing power in the
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knowledge and use of the Bible. It is popular to say that the Bible is

its own best commentary but this is only a half truth. There can be
no substitute for direct contact with the Bible itself, but if the Bible

student does not have proper helps he must necessarily leave unanswered
many questions that arise during the course of his study.

THE RELATION OF THE SCHOOL TEACHER
TO CHRISTIAN WORK.

The tripartite division of missionary work into evangelistic, educa-
tional and medical is an old one and is a convenient method of emphasizing
the three sides of the triangle. There has always been a difference of

opinion as to the shape of the triangle. Some think that it is equilateral.

Some think that it is a right angled triangle with two legs of equal

length and a long hypothenuse. Still others think that the three sides

are all of different length, the side represented by their particular field

of effort representing the long side, whether that side be the evangelistic,

educational or medical. Personally I hold to the second opinion, that

the equal legs of the right angled triangle may represent the medical

and educational but that the hypothenuse must represent the evangelistic.

The two legs are necessary for the formation of the triangle and the

length of the hypothenuse depends on the length of the legs. There is

a certain proportion between them. But at the same time, while regard-

ing the medical and educational legs as valuable assistants, 1 have
always been of the opinion that they were not absolutely essential. I

believe that they could be dispensed with and yet the church go on and

evangelize the world.

Of course, the reply is that these institutions are evangelistic

agencies, established with the evangelistic note as the dominant one.

That is true, and that is the only justification of their existence as church
institutions. The government can and does do medical and educational

work. That is w'here this work ought to be done. If the spirit

dominating these public institutions were Christian then there would be

no longer any necessity for the church to expend her energies and
treasures for doing this work.

With this much by way of preface, the relation of the teacher to

Christian work becomes clearer. It is a work of helping
;
of training

or raising up a leadership. His work has more to do with the intellect

than with the emotions. The task of the evangelist is to move the wills

of the people to accept Christ
;
to bring them into a conscious relationship

with a living Saviour that they may be partakers of a new, a spiritual

life. It is the teacher’s business to take this material and give it an

intellectual basis on which to stand. The decisions of the will. must be

supplemented by a reasoned comprehension on the part of the intellect

if the accepted faith is going to be permanent. Along that line, as I
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conceive it, is the work of the teacher. He works therefore more for

the future than for the present. The results of his work will not there-

fore be always immediately apparent but will manifest themselves later

through the lives of those whom he is instructing.

The training of the future workers of the kingdom is not an un-

important work. Jesus recognized the necessity of it, realizing that if

his work was to be permanently useful to the world that it would be
necessary for him to train a small company of workers who should

understand him, his message and his spirit and be able to carry on
the work in an intelligent way after he should have laid it down.
Therefore almost the first thing that he did after he began his ministry

was to call together a little band of disciples, to be with him in all his

work. For three years he used every opportunity not only to implant

his own spirit in them but to give them an intelligent comprehension of

the principles that he was enunciating and the relation of his life, work
and death to the scheme of redemption. From a human viewpoint,

without that training his mission would have been all but fruitless and
Christianity would have been little but a memory in the world. These
men thus trained went everywhere preaching the Gospel and laid stable

foundations in many countries on which to build the church which
very soon spread throughout the known world. Paul may be included

in this number for though he was not of the twelve who sat at the

feet of Jesus, yet he was a man of great learning and when a divine

revelation was added to that learning he was thoroughly furnished both

intellectually and spiritually for the task that was assigned to him.

The faith of many Christians is good but rests upon narrow

foundations. If asked to defend their faith and give a reason for their

beliefs the most that they would be able to say is that it is the faith of

their fathers. Many people’s faith, like their property, comes to them
by inheritance. Their only claim to it is legal. The man who has

accumulated property through his own righteous efforts is admired by
all. So the Christian who has given intelligent thought to his faith

and can tell why he believes in the great fundamentals of Christianity

has a proprietary right to his faith and is a greater asset to the church

and the cause of truth than many persons who have accepted the truth

as a mere matter of course or because it is the proper and stylish thing

to do.

If the teacher can train up such products as this, happy is he ! His

voice may not be heard in the streets but it will continue to be heard

down through the generations. He, being dead, will yet speak. His

present influence may be circumscribed but it will be reproduced in the

future leaders of the church and go on in an ever-widening circle.

Not only is it necessary for the student to learn the theory of the

study in the class room but he must go to the laboratory and work
out in actual experiment the theories that he has been learning. The
laboratory work is a very essential part of his training. And so in

the preparation of the Christian worker there must be not only the
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beauty. Its voice has become horse and harsh. Such non-essentials

as mud-guards, muffler, and paint are conspicuous for their absence.

Battle scared tho it be, it attacks the hills with more snap and leaps the

trenches more lightly than ever.

When I first began to talk about getting a motorcycle, I was referred

to a certain machine in the godown of the O. C. M. Co. and another

in the cellar of a missionary in Pyeng Yang, as shining examples of what
could not be done with a motorcycle on Korean roads. I was asked how
I would get home if it should rain

;
how I would carry my cook and

baggage
;
how I would get across a creek or river if there were no bridge,

and many other questions. I did not try to answer these questions

by theory, but asked a few questions about the machines that had failed

so ignominiously, and then traveled my district taking notes on rivers and
mountains. As I rode the pack pony about, I was in my imagination

twisting grips, manipulating clutch and shifting gears. It has been no
small satisfaction to find the reality so near like the dream. While ex-

perience has taught me many valuable things with regard to the details of

this mode of travel, my calculations on the hills that I could climb and
those I could not, the trails I could negotiate and those I could not have
been proved correct. The one thing that I somewhat under estimated

was the expense of running the machine. I am finding that over the rough
roads and with the high price of gasolene and tires, the cost per mile,

figuring interest on money invested and life of machine at five years,

makes it about one fifth more than a pony. However, if you set over

against this the time saved in travel there is a large balance in favor of

the motorcycle.

It may be interesting to know what I have had to learn by ex-

perience. I had never ridden a motorcycle a mile, before I tried to ride

my own. Mechanics being second nature with me it was only a short

time until the machine was a part of me and we worked together as

one. Had I been riding under ordinary conditions learning to handle a

machine would have been too easy to have been interesting, however the

extraordinariness of the kind of riding I have been doing these three

years has kept my interest up until now. The three things that

I have found hardest to learn and that have called for experiment after

experiment are how to fasten luggage so that it will stay on
;
second,

how deep a creek I could ford without stalling in the middle, and third,

the habit of the animals that travel the trails. After two years of experi-

mentation I think I have solved the difficulties of the first. The second,

depending more upon snap judgment than scientific compilation of facts,

is still fraught with enough uncertainty to add zest and variety to travel.

I can feel pretty certain now that I’ll find my bed on the luggage carrier

when I get to my destination, but I am not always sure that I shall

find it dry. As to my advancement in the third branch of study,

suffice it to say that human psychology, to say nothing of that of bulls

and asses, has not yet been reduced to an exact science. Of the details

of these experiments, the variety of luggage carriers constructed, the

duckings received, the collisions with men and beast, and the spills
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without number I have not time to write, as I wish to say a word
about the advantages and disadvantages of this mode of itinerating.

Two years ago I would have spoken only of its advantages, but
now that everybody is beginning to think they can ride a motorcycle, a
word of warning might not be out of place. It is no longer, a question

of roads, for the new machines on the market now will put more miles

of rocks and mountain passes, mud or snow behind them in a day than

any four-footed creature yet domesticated. It is not a question of

getting over the rivers, for I have never failed to cross any stretch of

water because of the motorcyle. The question of the cook may enter in,

for not every body relishes native diet or enjoys being one’s own cook.

However, if the roads are wide enough to use a side car the cook
can be taken along. Nor is it a question of economy, altho the

condition of the roads have much to do with the matter of expense. As
I see it the question of whether or not it is profitable for a missionary to

travel on a motorcycle, depends entirely upon the personal equation.

Some may feel called to preach to the wayfarer, this cannot be done
when traveling twenty miles an hour. As for me and many others the

extra time the more rapid travelling gives in the study and with the

leaders at the churches, more than offsets the lost opportunities of

distributing tracts and speaking a word by the way. My experience

leads me to believe that the deciding factor in most cases must be the

effect it will have upon the personal efficiency of the individual. Will

the running of this machine be a nervous strain or stimulant ? Will its

care and repair be irksome and burdensome, or will it be recreation ?

The family also ought to enter into the consideration. If members of the

family enjoy seeing the work in the interior, there is no better way to

give them the opportunity that to have a good tandem seat or side car.

I have used my little old single-cylinder, one-speed machine as a four

passenger family touring car, much to the delight of ail concerned and to

the saving in outlay of money.

The motorcycle has come among us to take its place with us in

serving the poor. My hope is that all who invest in this accessory may
find in it the same faithful servant, reliable traveling companion and

source of recreation that I have found.

Victor H. Wachs, M.E. North.

COIN CHARMS AND OTHER KOREAN
THINGS.

A large audience composed of foreigners, Japanese, and Koreans,

listened with great interest to Dr. Frederick Starr when the learned

American visitor gave, under the auspices of the Korea Branch of the

Royal Asiatic Society, a lecture on “ Coins-Charm and other Korean

Things.” It may be mentioned that coins charm are coins made

of bronze with either Chinese characters or figures expressive of
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long age, good fortune, happiness, fecundity, and similar things

inscribed on them. These were given to Korean brides on the occa-

sion of marriage, but were never used as currency. Prof. Starr gave
a detailed description of these coins. He stated that the late Mr.
H. M. Ramsden of Yokohama, who died last year, was the first

scholar to make a scientific study of them. He published a pamphlet

entiled “ Korean Coin-Charms and Amulets,” which was the only book
so far published on the subject. After paying a tribute to the work of

this profound student of things Oriental, Prof. Starr said that the late

Mr. Ramsden had collected about 170 different coin-charms. Prof.

Starr had collected fifty more new coins and he thought that there were
more than three hundred varieties. Many of these coin-charms were
very artistically made. Prof. Starr was unable to say when and by
whom they were made.

The second part of his lecture was taken up with a comparison
between things Far Eastern and specimens found on the American
continent. He expressed a growing conviction that there were relation-

ships, and that the first glimmerings of ancient civilization as found in

Mexico traced their origin to Asia.

He made also a very interesting reference to Suk-kool Temple near

Kyong-ju, South Korea, and the figures carved in it, as one of the finest

remains of antiquity. To have an authority of Professor Starr's standing

speak so appreciatively of this quaint old temple will make it more than

ever a place of special interest.

Seoul Press.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Ithaca, N.Y., April 13TH, 1916.

Rev. Allen F. DeCamp,
Dear Sir and Brother,

Let me congratulate you, as editor of The Korea Mission Field,

upon the charm and attractiveness with which you and your coadjutors,

for months past, have invested the fascinating little missive from the land

of Morning Splendor.

Since I began on the soil of Japan, on March 2nd, 1871, to pray
daily for Korea and all who co-work with our Lord in that hopeful

land, everything tending to that end is of interest to me. Allow me to

say that I think you have the true editorial instinct, in summoning to

your aid, for our good, as many helpers to picture the daily life of the

Koreans and “ the laborers together,” as possible.

In a periodical, even partly prepared for us at home, who must
keep up interest, the hortative, homiletic and narrowly or subjectively

pious, must be subordinated to the idealistic, sympathetic, pictorial

or even dramatic view of things, and this view ever be in mind, for oh /

how dull is the imagination of the average church member who is so apt
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to live floundering in the quagmire of routine selfishness and world-

ly pleasures. Hence the cosmopolitan (in the good sense) Christian

mind being so rare, to freight your pages with solid, attractive and
verbally pictorial information and in a vein of thought that means and
reveals sympathy, humility and modesty with zeal and unselfishness,

true Christlikeness in the foreign work (such as your last number richly

illustrates) means real efficiency and direct benefit to us at home who
delight to feed the missionary fires of interest.

God bless your editorial work and may it continue to be the real

stimulus and nourishment it has been.

Heartily,
Wm. Elliot Griffis.
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NOTES AND PERSONALS.

Dr. and Mrs. Archibald Grey Fletcher announce a daughter, Elsie Isabelle,

born May 2nd, 1916, at Taiku, Chosen.

A. cablegram was sent to his son by Dr. Underwood, on his arrival at

Vancouver stating that the voyage had proved helpful to him and that he was
feeling better.

Word has been received that on account of ill-health Miss Noyes of Wonsan
M.F. South, will not return to Korea for another year.

Rev. E. K. Lomas, of Masanpo, a teacher in the Australian Mission, has re-

cently resigned from his work in Korea, to prosecute the same work in his home-
land.

Rev. N. D. Chew, and family, late of Haiju, recently departed on regular furlough,

in the United States. Rev. Paul L. Grove was appointed by the Spring Conference
to succeed him in that field.

Miss Napmi Anderson, also of the M.E. Mission, North, left on furlough May
18th.

The following of Southern M.E. Mission left for furlough in June, Dr. and
Mrs. J. R. Ross, and the Misses Harris, Tinsley and Reed, all of Songdo and
Miss Hankins of Seoul.

Messrs. Eonwick and Hugh Miller with their families leave on furlo early in July

His numerous friends will be delighted and grateful to learn that the health
of Dr. W. H. Forsyth, of Pres. Mission, South, whose condition last Winter was
announced as apparently verging on the hopeless and for whom prayers were
requested of his friends on his behalf, is now greatly improved and is rapidly
mending,—Laus Deo.

The plant of The British Evangelistic Mission, in Seoul, recently was legally
transferred to the Salvation Army. The residence, for several years occupied by
Miss Perry (now Mrs. Newberry and resident in England) and Miss Pash, who
prosecuted work for orphan girls and blind boys, is to be occupied by the single

ladies of the Salvation Army contingent, in Seoul, for the development of Korean
Women Army workers, and for the prosecution of the orphanage work. Miss
Pash and Miss Peart, who lately have conducted this mission, left for England
in June, the former going via the Cape and the latter via Manchuria.

Ralph Oliver Reiner, A.B. was inaugurated President of the Union Christian
College of Pyeng Yang, on June the 14th, 1916, in the Central Church, in Pyeng
Yang.

Miss Margo Lewis of Seoul and Miss Tinsley, of Songdo, expect to study the
Japanese language in Japan during the summer.
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NEW BOOKS. NEW EDITIONS.
The KOREAN RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY is pleased to be able to

announce continued additions to its stock of Korean and Japanese religious
publications.

Catalogue THE LATEST KOREAN PUBLICATIONS.
INumber. Price.

389 A NEW COMBINED HYMNAL & NEW TESTAMENT being
the No. 4 type Hymnal and No. 5 type Eunmun New Testament
in one volume. Most attractive. Half-leather 1.00

390 do. do. Full leather circuit 1.60

391 do. do. Best leather yapp 2.75

181 “LIFE OF JOHN WESLEY’' ^ by Rev. Nehe-
miah Curnock; trans. by Rev. J. R. Moose. 1st edition 12

300 “THE SHORTER CATECHISM” trans. by Rev.

J. S. Gale, D.D. Fourth edition ... .06

251 “THREE HUNDRED BIBLE STUDIES” ^ ^
by Kimn Chong Sang. The first edition sold out in less than a
year. Second edition .30

291 “THE ESSENTIALS OF CHRISTIANITY” by Rev.
H. G. Sheldon, D.D.

;
trans. by Rev. C. S. Deming, S.T.D. This

book has been specially prepared by the author for Eastern
readers. A most important book. 1st edition 30

182 “EMINENT SAYINGS AND PROVERBS” JL?] by Kim
Yi Kwan. Extracts from the Bible, Confucius, Mencius and
Occidental proverbs. First edition 04

292 « NOTES O.N EVIDENCES OF CHRISTIANITY & THEOLOGY
PROPER ” by Rev. W. D. Reynolds, D.D. 1st edition. .14

293 “TRUE RELIGION’S ONE SOURCE” by Kim Byung
Cho. Shows that God has not left the nations without evidence

of His existence, and that He is the one source of the knowledge
the Truth. Mixed Script. 1st edition 07

STATIONERY & SUPPLIES

FOR MIMEOGRAPH AND TYPEWRITER.

Underwood type ribbons. Purple, black and bi-color each 2.00

Carbon paper for duplicating. Purple and black per sheet .08

Note-paper for typewriter. Foreign bond, quarto 100 sheets .65

Extra thin paper for manifolding, quarto 100 sheets .30

Japanese paper for use with mimeograph, or for copies of correspondence.

Large quarto 1,000 sheets .80

Foreign paper for use with mimeograph, etc. Quarto 100 sheets .15

Mimeograph wax stencil paper for handwriting. No. 3 ... ...100 sheets .75

do. do. do. best quality... 100 sheets 1.50

do. do. do. No. 4 100 sheets 1.00

do. do. do. best quality... 100 sheets 2.00

do. do. for typewriter. Per quire 2.00

Mimeographs, complete, with supplies. No. 3 size

do. do. No. 4 size

Mimeograph Ink, Rollers, Stylus, etc. at various prices.

KOREAN RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY,

HCONG-NO, SEOULGERALD BONWICK, General Secretary.
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CONTRACTOR & BUILDER

SEOUL.

Telephone 2446.

Look for the RU-BER-010 Man

We carry a full stoch of the following

Ru-ber-oid, Ka/oroid, and other products of the Standard Paint Co.

Wilkinson
,
Heywood & Clark’s Varnishes » Stains, Paints, and

SYNOLEO the new washable distemper.

Sargent & Co.’s hardware, locks, butts, sliding hangers and build-

ing sundries.

Elmer Moody Co/s high-grade mill-work. Oregon pine five-cross

panel doors.

Estimates furnished and correspondence solicited in English.

Insure your Houses and Goods against loss by fire!!!

THE NEW ZEALAND INSURANCE Co, Ltd.

AGENTS FOR CHOSEN.
L. RONDON 8c Co., Seoul

.

Travel and Tours in the Far East by Rail or Steamers, and to

the principal Capitals of Europe in TWELVE DAYS by the

GREAT TRANS-SIBERIAN
Information and tickets supplied by

L. RONDON 8c Co., Seoul , Agents .

Are you going to any point in America across the Pacific? We
shall be pleased to give you any information and provide you with the

necessary tickets.

Agents for the

TOVO KI8BN Kftisnft.

L. RONDON & Co.
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THE AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY
CARRY A FULL STOCK OF

Korean, Mixed Script, Chinese, Japanese and English- Scriptures,

and raised characters for the Blind. Scriptures in other languages

supplied on order.

We are ready to furnish Scriptures to Missionaries for sale or can
• furnish money for the support of colporteurs and Bible women.

SEND FOE FEICE LIST OR BETTER

Call at the BIBLE HOUSE.
Make this your headquarters while in Seoul.

Y.M.C.A. BUILDING, Telegraphic Address

:

Chong No. “ BIBLES” SEOUL.

^ K. KONDO & Co.,
COAL MERCHANTS,

SEOUL.
Special Agents for South Manchurian Railway Co .

(Coal Sales Dept.)

Forwarding Agents for Goods by Land and Sea,

Mining Supplies a Speciality .

Special Terms to Missionaries.

Telephone No. 835. !-chome, Gishudori, SEOUL.

(OPPOSITE STANDARD OIL Co.)

LADIES' & GENTLEMEN'S
TAILOR & GENERAL OUTFITTER.

Just removed to larger
(

A great variety of Cloth

NEW PREMISES in Stock to be

next to Ghosen Motel. sold by the yard.

2 Chome, Hase^an/a Cho,

Telephone No. 971. SEOUL .
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Dr. DAVID E. HAHN,
DENTAL SURGEON

Office Hours:
9-12
2- 5

SEOUL, KOREA.

PHONE 2290.

Please write or wire in advance for appointments.

MEXDI-YA CO
SEOUL BRANCH

:

HONMACHI 2 CHOME. SEOUL.
(CHIN KOKAI.)

GROCERS & GENERAL MERCHANTS
TELEPHONE Transfer Account (Furikae Chokin)

Nos. 212 and 1722. Keijo No. 44.

Orders from the interior will be attended to promptly, special

attention being paid to packing and safe delivery.

THE DAI-ICHI GINKO, I™
(FORMERLY THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF JAPAN.)

ESTABLISHED 1873.

CAPITAL
,
Subscribed

,, Paid Up
RESERVE FUND ...

DEPOSITS

Yen 21
,
500,000

„ 13
,
437,500

„ 9
,
350,000

„ 93
,
000,000

HEAD OFFICE: TOKYO.

SEOUL BRANCH: HONMACHt 2-CHQME.
Tel. Nos. 11. 611 & 2317.
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THE BANK OF CHOSEN.
(FORMERLY THE BANK OF KOREA)

Capital Paid up Yen 10,000,000

GOVERNOR.
K. SHODA, Esq.

DIRECTORS.
R. MIZUKOSHT, Esq., T. MISHIMA, Esq., Y. KIMURA, Esq.

HEAD OFFICE, SEOUL
TELEPHONE Nos. 331, 332, 1260, 1261, 1613.

BRANCHES:
KOREAN BRANCHES

Chemulpo, Pyongyang, Wonsan, Taiku, Fusan, Chinnampo
Kunsan, Mokpo, IVlasan, Shinwiju, Hoilyong, Ranam.

MANCHURIAN BRANCHES

Antung, IViukden, Dairen, Chang-chun,

Szu-ping-chieh, Kai-yuan

.

HOME BRANCHES
Tokyo, Osaka.

Every description of genera! banking and exchange business

transacted

.
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YE OLD CURIO SHOP
directly opposite the mam gate of the Chosen Hotel,

SEOUL.
W. W. TAYLOR, Proprietor. KIM SANG EURN, Manager.

A complete line of Things Korean carried in stock.

We are anxious to ge t into touch witli Missionaries in the country

who have charge of School

INDUSTRIAL & SELF HELP DEPTS.

as well as with Koreans who have some special product to dispose of.

We are trying to place

KOREAN MANUFACTURES
on the home markets and solicit your assistance and suggestions.

Address :—Hasegawci-cho, SEOJJL. Phone 1339.

The Seoul Oarage and Sales Co.
60 Hasegawa-cho, SEOUL.

TEL. No. 2183.

We carry in stock 28 X 3 Motor-cycle Tyres, Smith Motor Wheels
All kinds of Repair work undertaken.

Car© for rent m^ht and day.

UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER DEPT.

We have been appointed Agents for Korea and carry

a stock of No. 5 Rebuilts and New Machines, as well

as accessories.

COMMISSION DEPT.
Eighteen years’ connection with this market places us in a position

to offer our services to the public. If you want to sell or buy get in

touch with us. Nothing too big or small.

W. W. TAYLOR, Proprietor.



The Indispensable Ally of Missionary Societies

is

THE BRITISH AND FOREIGN

BIBLE SOCIETY,

It provides the Scriptures in every great

tongue of mankind, besides several hundred

lesser languages and dialects of the world.

Its organized channels of circulation ramify

far and wide. It has experienced agents in

fifty different States, and maintains depots in

nearly a hundred of the chief cities of the earth

Its KOREA AGENCY provides Scriptures

in all the languages spoken in the Empire and

maintains a staff of 200 Bible-men and women.

The Agency circulated 826,635 volumes of the

Holy Scriptures in 1915.

It relies upon lovers of the Bible for that

support which it urgently needs

Gifts for the Society’s work may be sent

to the Agent in Seoul, Mr. Hugh Miller, or

to the Secretaries,

146 Queen Victoria Street,

LONDON.






